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Theoretical work and empirical observations suggest a contribution of regions along the intraparietal sulcus to 

the process of evidence accumulation during episodic memory retrieval. In the present study, we recorded mag- 

netoencephalographic signals in a group of healthy human participants to test whether the pattern of oscillatory 

modulations in the lateral parietal lobe is consistent with the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis. To this aim, the 

dynamic properties and the spatial distribution of MEG oscillatory power modulations were investigated during 

an item recognition task in which the amount of evidence for old vs. new memory decisions was manipulated 

across three levels. A data-driven approach was employed to identify brain nodes where oscillatory activity was 

sensitive to both retrieval success and the amount of evidence for old decisions. The analysis identified three 

nodes in the left lateral parietal lobe where the event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the alpha frequency 

band showed both effects. Further analyses revealed that the alpha ERD in the intraparietal sulcus, but not in 

other parietal nodes: i. showed modulation of duration in response to the amount of evidence for both old and 

new decisions, ii. was behaviorally significant, and iii. more accurately tracked the subjective memory judgment 

rather than the objective memory status. The present findings provide support for a recent anatomical-functional 

model of the parietal involvement in episodic memory retrieval and suggest that the alpha ERD in the intrapari- 

etal sulcus might represent a neural signature of the evidence accumulation process during simple memory-based 

decisions. 
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. Introduction 

Several lines of evidence support the presence of a functional sub-

ivision in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) during memory retrieval:

entral parietal regions, such as the angular gyrus (AG), have been asso-

iated with the representation of retrieved events, whereas dorsal pari-

tal regions along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) are thought to contribute

o the use of retrieved information for the current goals ( Sestieri et al.,

017 , see also Vilberg and Rugg (2008) ). A specific hypothesis, based on

heoretical models (see Ratcliff 1978 ) and empirical observations (e.g.,

ahn et al. 2004 , Wheeler and Buckner 2003 ), further proposes that re-

ions of the IPS might serve as a mnemonic accumulator of evidence

or memory-based decisions ( Sestieri et al., 2017 ; Wagner et al., 2005 ),

n analogy with the mechanism of evidence accumulation for percep-

ual decisions described in classical neurophysiological work (reviewed

n Gold and Shadlen (2007) ). In line with this hypothesis, fMRI stud-

es have shown that activity in the IPS tracks decision evidence and

redicts the subject’s choices during item recognition ( Guidotti et al.,
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020 ; Sestieri et al., 2014 ) and source memory ( Guidotti et al., 2019 )

ecisions. However, the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis is based al-

ost exclusively on the pattern of BOLD response, which has poor tem-

oral resolution and reflects the sum of hemodynamic activity related

o multiple processes. 

The EEG literature has consistently described a retrieval-related ERP

omponent in left posterior electrodes with a latency of ∼500 ms from

he stimulus onset (reviewed in Rugg and Curran (2007) , Staresina and

imber (2019) ), but the limited spatial resolution of the technique has

ot allowed to connect this finding with the fMRI literature. An alter-

ative strategy to test and assign a neurophysiological signature to the

nemonic accumulator hypothesis is the analysis of MEG oscillatory

ctivity. Most prior studies have focused on the role of event-related

ynchronization (ERS) in the theta (4–7 Hz) and gamma ( > 40 Hz)

requency bands as a possible neural mechanism mediating the re-

nstatement of the original memory trace ( Nyhus and Curran, 2010 ;

taresina and Wimber, 2019 ; Staudigl and Hanslmayr, 2013 ). However,

hese modulations (e.g., Osipova et al. 2006 ) do not appear to match the
ay 2022 
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opography of the fMRI retrieval-related activity, making it difficult to

raw a coherent picture. More recently, there has been a renewed inter-

st in the role of event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the alpha (8–

3 Hz) band ( Griffiths et al., 2019 ; Karlsson et al., 2020 ; Sutterer et al.,

019 ). One study has further demonstrated a spatial overlap between

he retrieval-related activity recorded through MEG and fMRI ( Martin-

uro et al., 2020 ) and proposed a role for alpha ERD in the accumulation

f mnemonic evidence, implying a functional analogy with the fMRI re-

ults. 

In the present study, we more directly tested whether oscillatory

ctivity in PPC reflects decision-related processes during memory re-

rieval. To this aim, we investigated the temporal properties and the

patial distribution of MEG oscillatory power modulations during an

tem recognition paradigm that manipulates the amount of evidence

or old and new decisions ( Guidotti et al., 2020 ; Sestieri et al., 2014 ).

 whole-brain analysis identified regions where the frequency-specific

scillatory power modulations were sensitive to both retrieval success

 Hanslmayr et al., 2012 ; Nyhus and Curran, 2010 ) and the amount of

vidence for old decisions, a potential neural signature of the mnemonic

ccumulation process. Notably, we opted for a data-driven approach as

t provides unique information about the spatial selectivity of the ob-

erved modulations. Further analyses examined the role of the identified

odes in the representation of a decision variable. Specifically, we tested

hether the evidence modulation identified in old trials was also present

or new responses and whether it was explained by a difference in

RD/ERS temporal dynamics indexing processing time ( Spadone et al.,

021a ), which can be linked to decision-related processes. Specifically,

ased on the prediction of drift-diffusion models applied to item recog-

ition decisions ( Ratcliff, 1978 ), the accumulation of evidence for old

r new decisions is supposed to be slower, and the decision bound to be

eached later, for low evidence trials compared to high evidence trials.

ollowing our assumption about the link between alpha ERD and the

omputation of a decision variable, this should be reflected in a more

rolonged alpha ERD for low evidence trials. Moreover, based on the

ypothesis that decision-related activity is crucial for task performance,

e tested whether the oscillatory power modulation showed a signifi-

ant relationship with item recognition accuracy across subjects. Finally,

e employed a within-subject classification approach to examine the

xtent to which the pattern of ERD/ERS tracked the subjective choice

ather than the objective memory status, as this would support a role

n the subjective judgment rather than in the actual recovery of infor-

ation about the item ( Kahn et al., 2004 ; Wheeler and Buckner, 2003 ).

e identified a node in the IPS showing a pattern of alpha ERD that

ight represent a spectral signature of evidence accumulation during

emory-based decisions. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

A group of 26 healthy, right-handed participants (16 females, mean

ge: 25 years) participated in the study. Participants were recruited

mong students of the University G. d’Annunzio of Chieti-Pescara and

ere naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. The study was con-

ucted in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration

f Helsinki and was approved by the University Ethics Committee. Four

ubjects were excluded from the analyses based on the poor quality of

he MEG recordings ( N = 1), lack of a sufficient number of brain IC af-

er ICA decompositions ( N = 2), and technical problems during MEG

cquisition ( N = 1). 

.2. Procedure 

The experiment involved two sessions (encoding and retrieval) per-

ormed on consecutive days in a magnetically shielded room. The aver-

ge interval between the retrieval and the encoding session across sub-
2 
ects was 16 h and 45 m ( + /- 18 m). MEG signals were only recorded

uring the retrieval session. 

.2.1. Evidence manipulation 

Decision-making is based on the amount of information favoring

ne of the possible choice options, which can be defined as decision

vidence. According to influential drift-diffusion models, decisions can

e described in terms of a diffusion process in which a decision vari-

ble gradually drifts toward a bound indicating one of two choices

 Smith and Ratcliff, 2004 ). When applied to old/new decisions, these

odels depict item recognition as a process of accumulation of a re-

atedness value or “resonance ” about the number of features shared by

he probe and the items included in the memory set ( Ratcliff, 1978 ;

atcliff et al., 2004 ). As in previous work ( Guidotti et al., 2020 ;

estieri et al., 2014 ), the amount of evidence favoring “old ” decisions

as manipulated in the present study by varying the number of times

1, 3, 5) an individual picture was shown during the encoding ses-

ion (i.e., encoding strength, see Fig. 1 A). The underlying assumption

s that the more an item is repeated at encoding, the more is the ev-

dence for an old decision at retrieval (i.e., better match between the

robe and the memory item) which is typically manifested in better task

erformance. We also manipulated the amount of evidence for “new ”

ecisions by varying the similarity between old and new images, un-

er the assumption that a higher distinctiveness of the new items pro-

ides increasing evidence for a new decision (worse match between the

robe and the items in the memory set). While the present paradigm

ade use of a fixed delay between the onset of the stimulus and the

otor response, a procedure that allows separating decision-related

rom motor-related activity but prevents from calculating the model

arameters, the manipulation has been shown to specifically affect

he process of evidence accumulation in a diffusion model framework

see Sestieri et al. 2014 ). 

.2.2. Stimulus selection 

The stimuli consisted of 256 × 256 pixel color photographs depicting

ndoor and outdoor scenes belonging to different categories (e.g. forest,

hurch). Most of the images have been used in our previous fMRI studies

 Guidotti et al., 2020 ; Sestieri et al., 2014 ), and were originally selected

rom a large database ( Konkle et al., 2010 ) ( http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM ).

o increase the number of trials for the MEG analysis, we selected ad-

itional images from the original database and the web. A total of 560

ifferent images were used, 35 for the practice session and 525 for the

EG experiment. The stimulus set for the MEG experiment included 6

xemplars from 75 categories ( N = 450) plus 1 exemplar from a different

et of 75 categories (see Fig. 1 A for an example). 

The images in each category were selected based on a measure of

hysical similarity using the Matlab function "ssim", which evaluates

mage similarity based on the combination of three parameters (lumi-

ance, contrast, and structure). The similarity index was estimated for

ifferent spatial offsets across the image pairs, to account for the differ-

nt standpoints used to take the pictures, and the maximum value was

etained for each image pair in a given category. For each category, we

elected 6 images so that only two images were physically similar (mean

alue across categories = 0.56 ± 0.05, range = 0.48–0.64) whereas the

imilarity values for all the other image pairs in the category were very

ow (mean value across categories = 0.14 ± 0.02, range 0.11–0.18).

his procedure ensured the specificity of the similarity manipulation

escribed below. 

To control for the specificity of the perceptual similarity between

tems from different conditions, stimuli were consistently assigned to a

pecific condition. This raises a potential issue related to the contribu-

ion of the stimulus intrinsic memorability to both the behavioral and

eural results. However, the effect of intrinsic memorability was not ex-

ected to overcome the robust effect of the current experimental manip-

lation, also given the number and variety of stimuli in each condition.

http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM
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Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm. A. Example of the visual stimuli and the evidence manipulation. In the encoding session, four images depicting indoor or outdoor 

scenes for each of 75 categories ( “desert ” in the example) were presented at different frequencies (5x, 3x, 1x) to manipulate encoding strength. EO images were only 

presented once at encoding. At retrieval, old (previously encoded) images were characterized by increasing levels of evidence (5x = high, 3x = middle, 1x = low) 

toward old responses. Similarly, there were three types of new images (lures). SR and SPR images were selected from the same categories used in the encoding 

session: SR images were only semantically related to old images, whereas SPR images were also physically similar to EO images. Finally, U images were chosen from 

75 new categories. The manipulation of similarity between old and new images created three levels of increasing evidence for new responses ( U = high, SR = middle, 

SPR = low). Refer to Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 for more explanations about the abbreviations. B. Trial structure of the encoding task. Each image was presented at the 

center of a black screen for 2 s, followed by a 500 ms red fixation cross. Participants were instructed to provide an indoor/outdoor judgment from the onset of the 

image until the offset of the red fixation cross. A variable ITI preceded the next trial. C. Trial structure of the retrieval task. Each image was presented at the center 

of a black screen for 2 s, followed by a gray fixation cross lasting for 3 s. Subjects were instructed to delay their judgment until the onset of the go signal, which was 

represented by the onset of a red cross lasting for 1 s. A variable ITI preceded the next trial. D. Mean retrieval accuracy across participants for the six experimental 

conditions. Error bars represent SEM. Participants exhibited an expected U-shape function, characterized by higher accuracy for high evidence compared with low 

evidence trials for both old (red) and new (blue) trials. E. Retrieval accuracy for each participant. Each line corresponds to an individual subject. 
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.2.3. Encoding session 

At encoding, subjects performed an incidental task (indoor/outdoor

udgments) on visually presented images. Images belonged to 75 dif-

erent categories, each including 4 exemplars. The four stimuli in each

ategory were presented with different frequencies: two images were

resented once [ “1x ” and encoding only ( “EO ”) images], one was pre-

ented three times ( “3x ”) and one was presented five times ( “5x ”). EO

mages were only presented at encoding and were specifically included

or the manipulation of the physical similarity between old and new

tems at retrieval. A total of 15 blocks, each including 50 trials (5 1x,

 EO, 15 3x, and 25 5x images), were presented. The order of stimu-

us presentation was the same for all subjects. Each trial started with

he presentation of the image on a black background for 2 s, followed

y a 500 ms red fixation cross ( Fig. 1 B). Subjects had a total of 2.5 s

rom the image onset to respond with the left or the right middle finger,

epending on the specific judgment/response association (counterbal-

nced across subjects). A variable ITI (500–1500 ms) preceded the next

rial. E-Prime 2 (Psychology Software Tools) was used for stimulus pre-

entation and response collection. 

.2.4. Retrieval session 

At retrieval, subjects performed item recognition decisions on old

nd new images ( Fig. 1 C). Old items ( N = 225) included the whole set

f 1x, 3x, and 5x images. A total of 225 new images were presented, di-

ided into three types based on the evidence level toward new decisions:

mages belonging to 75 new categories, which were therefore unrelated

 “U ”) to old images, images belonging to the same 75 categories used

t encoding (semantically related, “SR ”), and images belonging to the

ame categories and also physically similar to EO images ( “SPR ”). A to-

al of 5 blocks, each including 90 trials, 15 for each of the six retrieval
3 
timulus types, were presented. The order of stimulus presentation was

he same for all subjects. Each trial started with the presentation of the

mage on a black background for 1 s, followed by a gray fixation cross

fixed delay) of 3 s. At the end of the delay, the fixation cross turned

ed for 1 s providing the go signal for the decision response. Subjects

ad 2 s from the onset of the go signal to provide an old/new judgment

sing the left or the right middle finger (the specific judgment/response

ssociation was counterbalanced across subjects). A variable ITI (2–3 s)

ollowed the go-signal and preceded the next trial. E-Prime 2 (Psychol-

gy Software Tools) was used for stimulus presentation and response

ollection. 

.2.5. MEG recordings 

MEG signals were recorded using a multi-channel MEG system in-

talled in a magnetically shielded room at the University of Chieti, Italy

 Della Penna et al., 2000 ; Pizzella et al., 2001 ). The MEG system consists

f 153 dc SQUID magnetometers placed on a helmet-shaped surface cov-

ring the whole scalp. Magnetic fields were filtered in a 0.1–250 Hz band

nd continuously acquired at a 1025 Hz sampling rate. Two orthogonal

lectro-cardiographic and two orthogonal electro-oculographic chan-

els were simultaneously recorded for offline artifact rejection. Stimuli

ere projected onto a screen situated inside the magnetically shielded

oom. Subjects responded using a LUMINA LU400 Response Pad (Cedrus

orporation). After each block, the subject’s head position relative to the

EG sensors was estimated from the field produced by five coils placed

n the scalp, whose positions were digitized together with anatomical

andmarks. The anatomical reference used for MEG localization was ob-

ained in each subject through a high-resolution structural MR image

sing a sagittal FFE T1-weighted sequence (TR = 8.14 ms, TE = 3.7 ms,

ip angle = 8°, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm 

3 ). 
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.3. Behavioral data analysis 

A repeated measure 2-way ANOVA with memory status (old, new)

nd evidence (low, middle, high) was conducted on response accuracy

o test the effect of the experimental manipulation on behavioral per-

ormance. Tukey’s tests were used for post-hoc analyses. We also coded

rials in terms of signal detection theory by arbitrarily assigning the la-

els "HIT" and "MISS" to correctly and incorrectly identified old trials

nd the labels "correct rejection" (CR) and "false alarms" (FA) to cor-

ectly and incorrectly identified new trials. The HIT-FA difference was

sed to test brain-behavioral relationships. 

.4. MEG data analysis 

.4.1. MEG data preprocessing and ROI selection 

The quality of MEG signals was inspected to remove time epochs

ith excessive noise ( Larson-Prior et al., 2013 ). All trials including

ime intervals that failed the quality check were removed from the

nalysis. Then, signals were band-pass filtered in the 1–150 Hz band

nd were analyzed using a pipeline based on Independent Compo-

ent Analysis to separate artifactual and brain components (ICs) at the

ensor level (as in de Pasquale et al. (2021) , Favaretto et al. (2021) ,

ebastiani et al. (2014) , Spadone et al. (2021b )), (see Supplementary

aterials for more details on ICA preprocessing). The sensor maps of

he brain ICs were projected in the source space through a weighted

inimum-norm least squares estimator implemented in Curry 6.0 (Neu-

oscan). This step was performed by segmenting the coregistered in-

ividual anatomical images to obtain a 3-compartment Boundary Ele-

ent Method model. The individual source space consisted of a regular

D grid within the innermost compartment of the head model, sampled

hrough 4 mm side isotropic voxels (see Supplementary Materials for

ore details on source localization). The individual source maps were

hen transformed into the MNI152 reference system to enable across-

ubject analyses. Finally, the vector activities of each grid voxel were

omputed by linearly combining the brain IC time courses weighted by

he related source maps. 

For the time-frequency analysis, we converted a set of 165 cen-

roids derived from an fMRI resting-state analysis ( Baldassarre et al.,

014 ; Hacker et al., 2013 ) into a set of single MEG voxels (hereafter

odes). This procedure has been used in previous work (e.g., de Pasquale

t al. 2021 , Favaretto et al. 2021 , Spadone et al. 2021b ) as a way

o cover the entire cortical sheet with a series of nodes correspond-

ng to known resting-state networks: Dorsal-Attention, Ventral Atten-

ion, Somatomotor, Visual, Auditory, Language, Default Mode, Fron-

oParietal, Control. Four cerebellar nodes were deleted from the orig-

nal set. MEG activity from single voxels is supposed to be virtually

ree from artifacts since the specific preprocessing pipeline used in

he present study, based on ICA, linearly combined only identified

rain components (removing both noise components and residual ICs).

s a test of the spatial distribution of the effects, we conducted a

ontrol analysis on 27 neighboring voxels surrounding nodes exhibit-

ng significant modulations in the main analysis (See Suppl. Figs. 2

nd 3). 

.4.2. Time-frequency analysis 

The average number of clean trials that were used in the time-

requency analysis is 53 + / − 9 across conditions (mean ± SD). We an-

lyzed the power modulations in an epoch starting at − 0.5 s and ending

fter 4 s from the onset of the image to identify the effect of the decision

uring memory retrieval in the large set of 165 nodes. Before running

he time-frequency analysis, the average evoked activity was adaptively

emoved to extract the non-phase-locked rhythms from each condition

nd orthogonal direction of the vector activity ( Capotosto et al., 2015 ;

avaretto et al., 2021 ; Spadone et al., 2017 , 2021b ). Next, the power

pectrum density was estimated as a function of time and frequency us-

ng Morlet wavelets for each trial, activity direction, node, and subject.
4 
he frequencies ranged from 1 to 100 Hz with a 1 Hz frequency bin and a

 ms temporal bin. The width of the wavelet expressed in the number of

ycles varied as a linear function of frequency, according to the formula

idth = 7 + 

frequency −10 
4 ( Spadone et al., 2021a ). These parameters were

elected to set the width at about 7 in the alpha band, as this value cor-

esponds to a good balance between temporal and frequency resolutions

 Jensen et al., 2002 ), and to ensure this balance to the whole frequency

nterval. Then, the time-frequency representations of the power spec-

rum density were summed across the three directions of the vector ac-

ivity for each node and averaged across trials of the same condition. Fi-

ally, the event-related desynchronization/ synchronization (ERD/ERS)

s a function of time and frequency was computed as the instantaneous

ercentage power variation from the onset of image presentation (E)

ompared to the mean power in a baseline period (R) of 300 ms be-

ore the image onset, according to ERD ∕ ERS ( t, f )(%) = 

E( t, f )− 𝑅 (f) 
R(f) ∗ 100 .

he choice of the baseline period was motivated by the intention to min-

mize the risk of including the post-movement ERS of the preceding tri-

ls (see Supplementary Materials for a control analysis using a different

aseline period). An example of the power modulation for each exper-

mental condition, averaged across subjects and representative parietal

odes, is presented in Fig. 2 B. 

We then analyzed parameters describing the ERD/ERS dynamics at

he individual level. For each subject and condition, we first identified

he most responsive frequency as the one where the ERD/ERS peak

ccurred, within each physiological band [theta (4–8 Hz), alpha

8–15 Hz), low-beta (15–26 Hz), high-beta (26–35 Hz), low-gamma

35–50 Hz), high-gamma (50–100 Hz)]. The frequency boundaries

efining the physiological bands were chosen according to guide-

ines from the HCP manual (see https://www.humanconnectome.

rg/storage/app/media/documentation/s1200/HCP_S1200_Release_ 

eference_Manual.pdf for details). Importantly, since we had no prior

ypothesis on the precise timing of the decision-related modulations

nd we expected the presence of inter-subject variability, we applied

 completely data-driven procedure ( Spadone et al., 2021a ), which

utomatically searched for the temporal and spectral position of the

aximum ERD/ERS within each band excluding potential noise-related

ower modulations. First, we excluded the final part (1 s) of the epoch

rom the ERD/ERS peak searching algorithm, as this period might be

ffected by motor preparation. To account for the noise intrinsic in

he power estimation, especially for conditions associated with a low

umber of trials, we applied an adaptive threshold for each frequency

and instead of identifying the absolute minimum/maximum ERD/ERS.

his threshold was used as the lower/upper limit to search for the first

ocal ERD/ERS peak, which could also not correspond to the absolute

inimum/maximum ERD/ERS. We assumed that the threshold was

qual to the maximum relative error on the ERD/ERS peak, multiplied

y the peak value. Thus, we estimated the relative error of the power

pectrum density in the baseline epoch and we propagated it on the

RD/ERS formula THR = ( 1 − 

relERD ∕ ERS 
100 ) ⋅ |ABS _ M | ( Spadone et al.,

021a ). 

Then, for each ERD/ERS peak detected with this procedure, we iden-

ified the onset and the offset of ERD/ERS at the responsive frequency,

s the time in which the power modulation started and ended, respec-

ively. These parameters were used to estimate the area under the curve

rom the onset to the offset of the ERS/ERD calculated with the trape-

oidal method. The area can be considered a more stable measure of

RD/ERS strength in an experimental condition compared to the peak

mplitude, which relies only on a value at a single time point. This pa-

ameter is conceptually similar to the calculation of the mean ampli-

ude in a specific time interval but has the advantage of a data-driven

stimation of the relevant interval. Compared to the method devel-

ped by ( Maris and Oostenveld, 2007 ), the current procedure is not

ased on the identification of time points where a consistent power-

elated modulation is observed across subjects but rather automatically

ccounts for inter-subjects and inter-trial differences in the ERD/ERS

ynamics. 

https://www.humanconnectome.org/storage/app/media/documentation/s1200/HCP_S1200_Release_Reference_Manual.pdf
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Fig. 2. Scalograms of retrieval-related activity in the parietal cortex. A. Illustration of the extended set of 165 nodes used for the time-frequency analyses, created using 

the centroids of a set of 169 fMRI ROIs representing nine well-characterized resting-state networks covering the whole brain ( Baldassarre et al., 2014 ; Hacker et al., 

2013 ). Nodes are displayed as spheres on a standard brain in lateral and dorsal views using a network visualization tool ( Xia et al., 2013 ). The parietal nodes used 

for the scalograms are highlighted in red. B. Scalograms illustrating the retrieval-related activity for each level of evidence (columns) and memory status (rows) 

averaged across the parietal nodes. The scalograms terminate at the end of the delay phase, before the go signal onset. 
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.4.3. Conjunction analysis 

We first applied a set of analyses on the 165 nodes to identify re-

ions where oscillatory activity showed a combination of retrieval suc-

ess (HITs vs. CRs) and decision evidence (low vs. high evidence HITs)

ffects, looking at differences in ERS/ERD area. Since the behavioral re-

ults (see Section 3.1 ) indicated a significant difference in behavioral

erformance for old vs. new trials at extreme levels of evidence (low,

igh), the analysis of the retrieval success effect focused on the interme-

iate evidence level (middle). As no difference in task accuracy was ob-

erved in this condition, this procedure ensured that eventual old/new

ffects at the neural level did not reflect differences in behavioral per-

ormance. To avoid statistical dependencies between contrasts and max-

mize sensitivity, the effect of decision evidence was instead based on

he comparison between the extreme evidence conditions (low, high).

o take into account the possibility that regions involved in episodic

emory retrieval show a greater or selective evidence effect on old com-

ared to new trials, in this first step we limited the analysis to old trials

HITs), while the effect on new trials (CRs) was assessed in subsequent

nalyses (see Section 2.4.4 ). 

The presence of a significant effect in both analyses was assessed

hrough two-sample t-tests in each node and frequency band. To iden-

ify ROIs showing both effects, we estimated the probability of the two
5 
ndependent events as the product of the probability of each test (con-

unction analysis). The resulting significance level was Bonferroni cor-

ected by the number of regions ( N = 165) in each frequency band. Fi-

ally, to gather information about the timing of retrieval success effects

n the ERD/ERS area, we applied a t -test across subjects to the power

odulation for HITs and CRs at each time point. 

.4.4. Additional regional analyses 

A series of analyses were conducted on the nodes identified in the

revious step to further investigate their role in the representation of

 decision variable during item recognition. Firstly, we tested for the

resence of an effect of evidence also on new trials, by comparing the

RS/ERD area in the extreme evidence conditions. Furthermore, we con-

ucted a series of analyses to better characterize the ERD/ERS tempo-

al dynamics that distinguished trials with different levels of decision

vidence. In particular, based on the hypothesis that higher evidence

rials should be associated with a steeper and faster accumulation pro-

ess compared to lower evidence trials ( Smith and Ratcliff, 2004 ), we

ested whether the evidence effect in the absolute ERD/ERS area was

xplained by a difference in ERD/ERS duration and or in peak amplitude.

pecifically, whereas ERD/ERS duration , i.e., the difference between the

ffset and the onset of the power modulation at the responsive fre-
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uency, represents a measure of processing time ( Spadone et al., 2021a ),

eak amplitude represents a standard measure of neuronal recruitment

 Pfurtscheller, 2001 ). Therefore, for each ERD/ERS parameter and node

f interest, we performed a t -test comparing low and high evidence con-

itions across participants, separately for HITs and CRs trials. 

Secondly, we examined whether the inter-subject variability in the

etrieval success effect showed a co-variation with the inter-subject vari-

bility in behavioral performance. To this aim, we conducted a Spear-

an correlation test between the old vs. new difference in ERD/ERS area

intermediate evidence level, correct trials) and the HIT-FAs difference,

hich represents an index of individual sensitivity. 

Finally, we used a within-subject classification approach to test

hether the measure of ERD/ERS area better predicts the objective

emory status of the probe or the subjective memory choice (inde-

endent from accuracy) using trials from the low evidence condition,

here the two indices were maximally divergent (i.e., lowest perfor-

ance). For each subject, we extracted a measure of the ERD/ERS area

rom 500 random blocks of 5/10/15/20 trials. Small groups of trials

ere averaged instead of obtaining single-trial estimates to enhance

he signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), following a standard procedure in the

RD/ERS literature ( Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999 ). The pa-

ameters extracted from the 500 blocks were used for the classification

nalysis. A Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) was trained on 75%

f the randomly selected blocks and tested on the remaining blocks. The

rocedure was repeated 1000 times and the average classification accu-

acy was assigned to each subject. The values obtained for the objective

emory status of the probe and the subjective memory decision were

ompared using paired t-tests across subjects. 

. Results 

.1. Behavioral results 

As expected, the two-way ANOVA on response accuracy with mem-

ry status (old, new) and evidence (low, middle, high) as factors re-

ealed a robust effect of evidence [F(2, 42) = 386.64, p < 0.0001].

he analysis also indicated a significant main effect of memory status

F(1, 21) = 14.38, p < 0.001] and a significant interaction effect [F(2,

2) = 27.15, p < 0.0001]. Accordingly, as displayed in Fig. 1 D, while

he evidence manipulation affected both old and new trials, performance

as generally higher for new vs. old trials and the difference was most

vident in low evidence trials. The low behavioral performance for old

rials was somewhat unexpected, as it was not observed in our previ-

us study using a very similar paradigm ( Sestieri et al., 2014 ). How-

ver, it was probably due to the increased number of trials per condi-

ion ( N = 75) that were necessary to have sufficient power forthe MEG

ime-frequency analysis. The presence of a significant effect of evidence

n both new and old decisions, which was an important prerequisite

or subsequent analyses, was additionally confirmed by post-hoc tests

Tukey) indicating a significant difference between 1x, 3x, and 5x trials

all p < 0.001) and between SPR, SR, and U images (all p < 0.001). The

ost-hoc tests also showed a significant difference between performance

uring old and new trials at low ( p < 0.001) and high evidence levels

 p < 0.005) but not during old and new trials at intermediate evidence

evels ( p = n . s.). 

.2. Alpha-rhythm modulations are sensitive to retrieval success and 

ecision evidence 

Fig. 2 illustrates the scalograms averaged across subjects for each

xperimental condition and extracted from a representative set of pari-

tal nodes. From individual scalograms, separate conjunction analyses

ere performed on ERD/ERS area in each frequency band [theta (4–

 Hz), alpha (8–15 Hz), low-beta (15–26 Hz), high-beta (26–35 Hz),

ow-gamma (35–50 Hz), high-gamma (50–100 Hz)]. For conciseness,

e only present the results in the alpha band, in which at least one
6 
ode showed a significant conjunction effect after Bonferroni correc-

ion. Importantly, no significant conjunction effect survived correction

or multiple comparisons in other frequency bands. 

Fig. 3 A illustrates the brain nodes showing a significant old/new

ifference in the absolute value of the alpha ERD area when comparing

he two intermediate evidence levels across subjects. 

The effect of retrieval success was widespread and particularly evi-

ent in frontal and parietal regions and was characterized by a larger

lpha ERD in the old condition across all the brain nodes considered

n the analysis. In contrast, the observed modulation by decision evi-

ence on the absolute alpha ERD area ( Fig. 3 B) was much more focally

istributed. Crucially, it was mainly observed in the left lateral parietal

ortex, with the low evidence level associated with a larger absolute

RD area compared to the high evidence level. A similar, albeit weaker,

ffect was observed in the left insula and the right precuneus. The con-

unction analysis indicated that only three nodes of the left PPC, located

n the left IPS, AG, and IPL (red spheres in Fig. 2 C), showed a combina-

ion of retrieval success and decision evidence effects on the ERD/ERS

rea. 

Fig. 4 shows a close examination of the dynamics of the alpha ERD

n IPS and AG (similar waveforms were observed in IPL, see Suppl. Fig.

A). The post-hoc analysis indicated that the significant old-new effect

n the IPS [ t = 2.9, p < 0.01] started around 400 ms after the onset of

he probe stimulus and lasted for approximately 2 s. While the onset

f the ERD modulation is in line with previous reports (e.g., Martin-

uro et al. 2020 ) and more in general with the parietal old/new effect

lso described in the ERP literature ( Rugg and Curran, 2007 ), the dura-

ion of the effect likely reflects the particular delay paradigm employed

n the current study. A similar effect was observed in the IPL (Suppl. Fig.

A) [ t = 2.5; p < 0.05] and AG ( Fig. 4 B) [ t = 2.7, p < 0.05], although

n this case a significant divergence between the time courses was often

ot present at the level of individual time points. The analysis of the

odulatory effect by decision evidence (high vs. low) for old decisions

ndicated the presence of a significant effect in the IPS [ t = 2.4, p < 0.05,

ig. 4 C], the AG [ t = 2.8, p < 0.01, Fig. 4 D] and the IPL ( t = 2.7, p < 0.01,

uppl. Fig. 1B). A control time-frequency analysis was conducted on 162

oxels, partly surrounding the IPS and AG nodes and partly along a spa-

ial trajectory linking IPS with AG, to examine the spatial distribution

f the effects found in these regions (see Suppl. Fig. 2). The analysis

emonstrated that the effects were not observed in single isolated vox-

ls and that signals from the two sources (IPS and AG, which are about

 cm apart) were distinguishable. 

.3. Effects of decision evidence on ERD/ERS temporal dynamics 

Once we identified nodes modulated by retrieval success and deci-

ion evidence for old trials, we examined whether they were also sen-

itive to the amount of evidence for new decisions. A significant mod-

lation of decision evidence on alpha ERD area was found in the IPS

 t = 3.3, p < 0.005] and in the IPL [ t = 2.8, p < 0.01] but not in the AG

 t = 0.9, p = n . s.]. Then, a series of additional analyses were conducted

o better characterize the temporal dynamics of alpha ERD in different

vidence conditions. In particular, we tested whether the manipulation

f decision evidence affected alpha ERD duration , a more specific index

f processing time, in addition to absolute alpha ERD area, in the three

odes of interest. Fig. 5 A shows that the difference in the duration of

he alpha ERD was significant in the IPS node for both old and new cor-

ectly identified trials [HIT: t = 2.4, p < 0.05; CR: t = 2.1, p < 0.05], with

igher evidence trials associated with a shorter ERD duration. The fig-

re also qualitatively suggests the presence of a parametric effect across

he three evidence levels for both old and new trials, although a statisti-

ally significant difference was only observed between extreme evidence

evels. In contrast, the alpha ERD duration in the AG node was signifi-

antly modulated by decision evidence in old trials [ t = 3.2, p < 0.005]

ut not in new trials [ t = 0.3, p = n . s.] ( Fig. 5 B), where conditions were

lso not properly ordered. No significant evidence related differences
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Fig. 3. Conjunction analysis of old/new and evidence effects. A. Uncorrected map of brain nodes showing a significant old/new effect (retrieval success) in the alpha 

ERD area at the intermediate evidence level. Yellow to red colors represent greater absolute alpha ERD area for old trials (HITs) whereas light to dark blue colors 

indicate greater absolute alpha ERD area for new trials (CRs). A larger sphere size indicates a significant t -test across subjects at p < 0.05. B. Uncorrected map of 

brain nodes showing a significant evidence effect (low vs. high) for old trials in the absolute alpha ERD area. Yellow to red colors represent greater alpha ERD for 

low evidence trials (1x) whereas light to dark blue colors indicate greater alpha ERD for high evidence trials (5x). C. Conjunction analysis to highlight brain nodes 

showing both effects. A different color is assigned to each node depending on whether it exhibits a significant retrieval success (green), a significant evidence effect 

(yellow), or both effects (red). To identify nodes showing a reliable conjunction effect (big spheres), we first combined the probability of the two independent events 

using the product of the probability of the null hypothesis of each test and then corrected for multiple comparisons ( N = 165) using a Bonferroni approach. 

7 
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Fig. 4. Waveforms of alpha ERD from parietal nodes showing a significant conjunction effect. A and B. Group-average waveforms of alpha ERD starting at image 

onset for correct old (red) and new (blue) trials at the intermediate evidence level extracted from two parietal nodes (IPS, AG) identified in the conjunction analysis. 

The box plots on the right of each waveform represent the average alpha ERD area across subjects. Note that the group-average ERD area extracted from the average 

waveform across subjects (shown for graphical purposes) does not necessarily correspond to the average of the same ERD property extracted from single subjects 

(box plots), which was used to compute the statistics. C and D. Group-average waveforms of alpha ERD for low (light red) and high (dark red) evidence old trials 

extracted from the same nodes and box plots representing the mean and the standard error of the alpha ERD area across subjects in the same experimental conditions. 

Fig. 5. Effect of decision evidence on alpha 

ERD duration. A and B. Box plots represent- 

ing the average alpha ERD duration across sub- 

jects for the six experimental conditions in the 

IPS (A) and AG (B) nodes. In the IPS, low ev- 

idence trials triggered a more prolonged ERD 

than high evidence trials for both old and new 

trials, whereas a significant difference was only 

observed for old trials in the AG. The interme- 

diate evidence condition was not considered in 

the statistical analysis but indicates a paramet- 

ric variation of alpha ERD duration across the 

three levels of evidence in the IPS. 
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t  
ere observed for the alpha ERD duration in the IPL node [HIT: t = 1.9,

 = n . s.; CR: t = 1.6, p = n . s., Suppl. Fig. 1C]. Again, a control analy-

is conducted on 162 voxels located around the IPS and AG nodes and

long a spatial trajectory linking IPS with AG confirmed the presence of

 clear anatomo-functional distinction. 

Similar analyses were also conducted to test whether the effect on

bsolute alpha ERD area was also associated with an effect on peak am-

litude, a traditional index of neuronal recruitment. For the IPS node,

 significant difference between high and low evidence conditions was

ound only for HITs ( t = 2.8, p < 0.05) but not for CRs ( t = 1.7, p = n . s.).

 similar pattern was found for the IPL node [HIT: t = 2.2, p < 0.05;
 S  

8 
R: t = 1.8, p = n . s.] whereas no significant difference was observed for

he AG [HIT: t = 1.8, p = n . s.; CR: t = 0.8, p = n . s.]. Overall, the re-

ults indicate that a consistent evidence effect across old and new trials

as only observed for alpha ERD duration in the IPS. As hypothesized,

igher evidence trials were associated with shorter ERD duration. 

.4. Further indices of decision-related activity in IPS 

We next tested whether the pattern of oscillatory modulation in

hese nodes was associated with behavioral performance across subjects.

pecifically, we hypothesized that if the difference in the ERD/ERS area
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Fig. 6. Relationship with behavioral performance. A and B. 

Scatterplots of the relationship across subjects between the re- 

trieval success effect (old/new effect at the intermediate ev- 

idence level) in the alpha ERD area extracted from the IPS 

(A) and the AG (B) and the accuracy of item recognition at 

the intermediate evidence level, calculated as the difference 

between the number of HITs and FAs. Both measures are ex- 

pressed in ranks. A significant Spearman correlation ( p < 0.05) 

is observed selectively in the IPS, suggesting that the individ- 

ual ability to differentiate between old and new trials is related 

to the difference in alpha ERD elicited by the two trial types 

in this region. C and D. The graphs show the ability to predict 

the trial type using a classification approach on the measure of 

the alpha area recorded in the IPS ( C ) and AG ( D ) nodes. The 

dark and light gray lines represent the accuracy of the classifi- 

cation of the subjective memory choice (independent of accu- 

racy) and the objective memory status of the probe (indepen- 

dent of the response), respectively. Values of alpha ERD were 

extracted from the low evidence level when the subjective 

choice and memory status were maximally divergent due to 

low recognition performance. The x-axis indicates the number 

of the small groups of trials that were averaged to increase SNR 

and train the classifier. The green line represents the differ- 

ence between the classification accuracy obtained with the two 

analyses and the red circle indicates a significant difference at 

p < 0.05 (paired t -test across subjects). A significantly better 

prediction of choice compared to memory status is already ob- 

served in the IPS node when using blocks of 10 trials and in- 

creases as a function of block numerosity, suggesting that al- 

pha ERD in this node tracks the subjective impression that the 

item is old or new. No significant result is observed in the AG, 

where a difference is even observed in the opposite direction. 
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etween old and new judgments reflects the subject’s ability to decide

etween the two outcomes, then subjects showing a greater modulation

n the ERD/ERS area should also exhibit a greater modulation of perfor-

ance at the memory decision task. Notably, a significant correlation

etween the individual recognition accuracy (HIT-FAs) and the retrieval

uccess effect in the alpha ERD area was observed in the IPS [rho = 0.50,

 < 0.05, Fig. 6 A] but not in the IPL [rho = − 0.02, p = n . s.] or in the AG

rho = 0.18, p = n . s., Fig. 6 B] nodes. 

Finally, a classification approach was applied to the analysis of

he ERD/ERS area in the identified regions to test the hypothesis that

ecision-related activity better tracks the subjective rather than the ob-

ective memory status. As expected based on SNR, the ability to predict

he memory choice and the memory status from the alpha ERD area

ncreased in all the nodes of interest as a function of the number of tri-

ls used to compute ERD parameters and train the classifier ( Fig. 6 C,

). Crucially the classification of the subjective memory choice in the

PS node consistently outperformed that of the objective memory status

all ps < 0.05, Fig. 6 C), except for the condition with the lowest SNR,

uggesting that the alpha ERD in this region better tracked the subject’s

ecision (subjective choice) rather than the item history (objective mem-

ry status). A different pattern was observed in the AG ( Fig. 6 D) and the

PL (Suppl. Fig. 1D) nodes, where no significant differences were ob-

erved between the classification of memory choice and memory status,

egardless of SNR (all ps = n . s.). 

. Discussion 

The present study tested the hypothesis that alpha desynchronization

n the parietal lobe encodes decision-related signals during memory re-

rieval. We identified a region of the IPS where the pattern of alpha

RD was modulated by both retrieval success and the amount of deci-

ion evidence. Notably, the effect of evidence in this node was observed

or both old and new trials and also involved the duration of the alpha

RD. Alpha ERD in IPS was also behaviorally relevant, as demonstrated
9 
y the significant covariation between the effect on ERD area and task

erformance across subjects. A classification analysis further indicated

hat the alpha ERD area in IPS better tracked the subjective memory

udgment than the objective memory status, supporting a role in the

epresentation of a decision variable during memory retrieval. The spa-

ial and functional specificity of the present findings provide support

or a recent anatomical-functional model of the parietal involvement in

pisodic memory retrieval ( Sestieri et al., 2017 ) and characterize the

lpha ERD as a potential marker of the hypothesized evidence accumu-

ation process during memory-based decisions. 

.1. Parietal alpha ERD and the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis 

The mnemonic accumulator hypothesis ( Wagner et al., 2005 ) orig-

nates from two main lines of evidence: the pattern of BOLD activity

n the parietal lobe during memory retrieval, which is compatible with

ecisional aspects of the task (e.g., Kahn et al. 2004 , Wheeler and Buck-

er 2003 ), and the results of classical neurophysiological investigations

f perceptual decision making in awake behaving monkeys ( Gold and

hadlen, 2007 ). In particular, during perceptual decisions, the monkey

ateral intraparietal (LIP) area is known to exhibit a ramp-like activ-

ty that matches the mechanism of evidence accumulation proposed by

athematical models of decision-making (e.g., Brown and Heathcote

008 , Ratcliff 1978 , Usher and McClelland 2001 ). These models concep-

ualize decisions as a noisy accumulation of evidence for each option un-

il the process reaches a threshold, after which the corresponding choice

s executed. Importantly, also item recognition has been framed in terms

f a process of evidence accumulation about the relatedness between

robes and items present in the memory set ( Ratcliff, 1978 ). This anal-

gy offers the opportunity to think about the parietal retrieval-related

ctivity as a manifestation of an accumulator process, whose strength

ontributes to the eventual memory decision. Importantly, the model

redicts that the steepness, and thus the duration, of the accumulation

rocess depends on the amount of evidence toward a specific decision
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utcome. In a series of fMRI studies, we have provided additional evi-

ence supporting a role for the IPS in memory-based decision-making,

uch as a sustained response whose duration scales with the length of

ued recollection ( Sestieri et al., 2011 ), a parametrical sensitivity to the

mount of decision evidence during item recognition ( Sestieri et al.,

014 ), and the ability to predict the subject’s choices during both item

ecognition ( Guidotti et al., 2020 ) and source memory ( Guidotti et al.,

019 ) paradigms. 

With the present study, we demonstrate that the alpha ERD in IPS

hows several properties that are consistent with the fMRI literature and,

ore in general, with the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis. Firstly, the

resent alpha modulations in the IPS fit well with the topography of the

forementioned fMRI studies ( Guidotti et al., 2019 , 2020 ; Sestieri et al.,

014 ), especially when considering that the MEG analysis was data-

riven over a large number of nodes spanning the entire cortical sheet,

ithout any spatial constraint. Secondly, the sensitivity to retrieval suc-

ess and, most importantly, to the amount of decision evidence for both

ld and new trials follows the prediction of a mnemonic accumulator.

he sustained temporal profile observed during the delay period further

upports a link with a gradual accumulation of evidence that leads to

he preparation of an appropriate motor response. Finally, the stronger

ssociation with subjective choice compared to memory status supports

he idea that the parietal alpha ERD reflects the subjective perception

hat the item was previously encountered rather than the actual recovery

f information about the item, consistent with the so-called "perceived

ldness" effect observed in fMRI studies ( Kahn et al., 2004 ; Wheeler and

uckner, 2003 ). 

.2. Functional significance of alpha ERD 

Alpha (and beta) power decreases have been reported in semi-

al EEG studies investigating the oscillatory dynamics during episodic

emory retrieval (e.g., Klimesch 1999 ). Based on the view that links

he alpha rhythm to active inhibition, an alpha ERD would represent

 release from the suppression and a mechanism for selecting rele-

ant information during item recognition ( Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010 ;

limesch, 2012 ). According to this account, phasic posterior alpha is

ypically interpreted as an index of cognitive load or effort and the

odulation by decision evidence observed in the present study could

otentially be consistent with this framework. As a matter of fact, the

isambiguation between evidence accumulation vs. task difficulty mod-

lations is one of the major experimental challenges in the neuroscience

f decision-making. However, the overall pattern of results, including

he sensitivity to memory status (old vs. new effect) even when dif-

culty was matched across conditions, the relationship between the

ld vs. new effect and behavioral performance, and, most importantly,

he stronger association between alpha ERD and subjective judgments,

ompared to objective memory status, are difficult to reconcile with a

asic load/effort account. Similar considerations apply to other atten-

ional accounts of parietal memory retrieval effects. In particular, the

ttention-to-memory model ( Cabeza et al., 2008 ; Ciaramelli et al., 2008 )

roposes that dorsal and ventral parietal regions are involved in orient-

ng top-down and bottom-up attention to memories, respectively. While

he top-down account makes a similar prediction to the aforementioned

oad/effort account, the bottom-up account makes an opposite predic-

ion (more attentional capture and thus stronger activity for high ev-

dence compared to low evidence old items) to the present findings.

oreover, concerning previous studies focusing on prestimulus alpha

RD as an index of attentional effort/focus (e.g., Sokoliuk et al. 2019 ),

t has to be noted that the current analyses did not focus on prepara-

ory activity but rather on peri/post-retrieval processes, induced by the

resentation of the probe stimulus, during item recognition. 

The results of a series of recent EEG/MEG studies have brought

 renewed interest in retrieval-related desynchronizations, especially

n the alpha band ( Duzel et al., 2003 ; Griffiths et al., 2021 , 2019 ;

arlsson et al., 2020 ; Khader and Rosler, 2011 ; Martin-Buro et al., 2020 ;
10 
utterer et al., 2019 ). According to a recent hypothesis ( Hanslmayr et al.,

016 , 2012 ), desynchronization at low frequencies would represent a

eduction of synchrony across a large population of neurons, which in

urn enables neural assemblies to express stimulus-specific codes (i.e.,

istinct memory representations). Such an increase in SNR would be

btained by either increasing the firing rate of relevant neurons or by

educing correlated noise in the neuronal assembly. While this mecha-

istic framework appears particularly appealing, the alpha ERD might

lso have additional roles during the retrieval of information from long-

erm memory. In particular, Martin-Buro and colleagues have recently

eported a stepwise delay in the peak latency of the posterior alpha

RD associated with different mnemonic outcomes ( Martin-Buro et al.,

020 ). Based on these findings, the authors have proposed that the al-

ha ERD might reflect the gradual accumulation of memory strength or

nemonic evidence ( Wagner et al., 2005 ). The same authors, however,

lso propose an alternative interpretation of their results based on the

otion of an episodic buffer (e.g., Baddeley 2000 , Wagner et al. 2005 , see

lso Treder et al. 2021 , for a similar interpretation). Notably, although

he results of Martin-Buro et al. (2020) and Treder et al. (2021) have

everal points in common with the current findings, in terms of fre-

uency, spatial distribution, and timing of desynchronizations, some

ey methodological differences have to be highlighted. In particular,

n the study by Martin-Buro et al. (2020) , participants distinguished be-

ween new items, items simply recognized, and items for which they

ould also recall the associated word. The additional recall process in-

olved in the last case determined a qualitative difference compared

o simple recognition and emphasized the potential involvement of an

pisodic buffer. A similar argument applies to the cued recall paradigm

y Treder et al. (2021) , in which the episodic buffer is supposed to sup-

ort the reinstatement of content-specific information. This choice of

ask design also guides their interpretation of the alpha ERD modulation

n the parietal cortex, especially of its more ventral component. In con-

rast, our participants only distinguished between old and new items,

he experimental manipulation being a quantitative variation of deci-

ion/mnemonic evidence (decision uncertainty). Since successful recog-

ition might simply be based on a pattern completion mechanism, a

eaker contribution of the episodic buffer was expected in our task. 

.3. An anatomo-functional distinction in the left lateral parietal lobe 

The present study further indicated the presence of a functional dis-

inction between different parietal regions showing alpha ERD during

emory retrieval. In particular, out of the three nodes that were iso-

ated with the conjunction analysis, only the IPS exhibited additional

roperties, i.e., sensitivity for the amount of evidence for new deci-

ions, behavioral relevance, stronger association with subjective choices

ompared to objective memory status, that support the definition of a

emory-based decision variable in the brain. This functional distinction

s consistent with an existing anatomo-functional model of the parietal

nvolvement in memory retrieval ( Sestieri et al., 2017 ). According to

his model, regions of the inferior parietal lobule, such as the AG, are

ore specifically involved in the representation of the retrieved content,

hereas more dorsal regions of the IPS provide a greater contribution to

emory-based decision-making. Accordingly, while the activity of more

entral parietal regions appears more consistent with an episodic mem-

ry account, the involvement of more dorsal regions better matches a

nemonic accumulation account. In this framework, it is not surprising

hat the AG is sensitive to the amount of evidence for old responses,

ince memory strength is usually positively associated with the quantity

f retrieved information. On the other hand, as no or little information

an be successfully recollected for new items, even when they resemble

ld materials, the same region is not expected to necessarily distinguish

etween levels of evidence for new responses. This pattern of activity

s different from a decision-related region, which is instead expected to

ifferentiate between levels of evidence for the decision, regardless of

he behavioral outcome. 
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.4. Oscillatory activity and accumulation signals 

Although the present results are consistent with a decision-making

ccount for the alpha ERD in IPS, they do not necessarily reflect the kind

f evidence accumulation process (i.e., ramp-like activity) described

n the monkey single-unit studies during perceptual decisions. Several

tudies have attempted to identify the EEG/MEG correlates of a puta-

ive accumulation mechanism, especially during perceptual decisions

e.g., Donner et al. 2009 , Philiastides et al. 2014 , Ratcliff et al. 2009 ,

ee also van Vugt et al. 2016 , 2019 ) for similar approaches applied

o short-term memory paradigms). The most promising candidate has

een identified in the central parietal positive (CPP) ERP component, a

upramodal signal that peaks at response latency and whose buildup rate

cales with the amount of decision evidence ( Kelly and O’Connell, 2013 ;

oughnane et al., 2016 ; O’Connell et al., 2012 ; Pisauro et al., 2017 ;

an Vugt et al., 2019 ). However, several properties of the CPP do not

asily fit with the literature on episodic memory retrieval. The first is-

ue concerns the spatial localization of the effect. Besides the low spa-

ial resolution of the EEG technique, the neural generator of the CPP

as been localized in the medial prefrontal cortex ( Pisauro et al., 2017 ),

ar from parietal regions showing retrieval-related effects ( Sestieri et al.,

017 ; Wagner et al., 2005 ). Another issue is that the topography of the

CP suggests a primary involvement in action intention and response

reparation, whereas previous data suggest relative independence be-

ween evidence accumulation and motor intention during memory re-

rieval ( Sestieri et al., 2014 ; Shannon and Buckner, 2004 ). The same

ssue pertains also to the results of studies that have identified a mag-

etoencephalographic signature of evidence accumulation by looking a

he dynamics of brain oscillations in sensorimotor regions ( Donner et al.,

009 ; van Vugt et al., 2012 ). Indeed, some have even expressed doubts

bout the feasibility to track accumulation signals in the time/frequency

omain during a memory task ( van Vugt et al., 2016 ). In this respect,

e note that an accumulation process occurring at the level of spiking

ctivity of individual neurons does not necessarily translate to a mod-

lation of oscillatory activity recorded in a large neuronal population,

s recorded by MEG. Thus, while the present results allow the establish-

ent of a clearer connection between the results of fMRI and MEG stud-

es on memory retrieval, the gap between the results of decision-making

tudies conducted with intracranial and scalp neurophysiological tech-

iques still poses a great challenge for the definition of general decision

ariables in the human brain. 

. Conclusions 

The analyses of oscillatory activity in the alpha band confirm the

resence of a functional subdivision between posterior parietal regions

nvolved in memory retrieval and support the role of alpha ERD within

he intraparietal sulcus in memory-based decision-making. 
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